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Across

4. government controlled by a few 

wealthy people

6. a person who studies truth and 

knowledge

9. a city on the western coast of Asia 

minor, site of the legendary Trojan war

12. period of time when ancient Greek 

and Asian cultures mixed

16. to live forever

17. valuables taken in war

18. an outdoor market place in ancient 

Greece

19. a traditional story that may include 

gods and goddesses and often tries to 

explain events

20. a Greek city-state that defeated 

Sparta

24. a hired soldier

25. ancient Greek poet who composed 

two poems the Iliad and the Odssey, about 

the Trojan war

27. sea that separate Greece from Asia 

Minor

29. was the first king of Crete

30. logical thinking

Down

1. the site of mighty sea battle 

between Greece and Persia

2. an island in the eastern 

mediterranean Sea; the center of Minoan 

civilization

3. an ancient Greek doctor who is often 

called the "father of medicine"

5. large body of water bordered by 

Europe, Asia, and Africa

7. the passing down of stories from 

person to person orally

8. an early city-state of Greece

10. ancient Greece, an alliance between 

Athens and other Greek city-states

11. a great war fought between Greece 

and Troy

13. an ancient Greek city-state that was 

under strict military rule

14. a sea that separates western Greece 

from southwestern Italy

15. a plain northeast of Athens , Greece

21. a slave

22. relating to or characteristic of 

Greece or the Greek Language

23. the western edge of Asia

26. Greek mathematics who developed 

the system of plane geometry

28. an epidemic of an often fatal disease


